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UK: never the same again   

• Past the point of no return: The UK will never be the same again, 
whatever the result in Scotland’s independence referendum. The UK 
will either break apart or, more likely, turn into a looser union. Even a 
no vote would be more of a “not yet” than a rejection of 
independence. Another Scottish referendum is likely eventually. 
Political convulsions will follow further devolution. 

• Politicians’ reactions are key risk: Scotland would suffer serious 
fall-out from separation, to which the UK would not be immune. But 
Scotland accounts for less than l0% of UK GDP. Markets could live 
with an independent Scotland. But they could not live easily with a 
UK descending into significant political uncertainty, with a potential 
rise of separatist movements elsewhere or with Brexit from the EU. 

• Scottish independence would make Brexit more likely because 
Scotland is relatively pro-EU: But a Scottish exit would also hurt 
the Conservatives politically and may bring to a head the internal 
conflict over Europe within the party. That bickering would turn off 
voters. So, Scottish independence could both make Brexit more likely 
eventually, yet delay the day of reckoning by hurting the Conservatives 
initially. 

• Contrary to conventional wisdom, the UK has become less 
Eurosceptic: In casual conversation, Brexit is often seen as likely 
with or without Scotland. In fact, as the Eurocrisis has faded, UK 
voters have turned to narrowly supporting EU membership (Chart 1). 

• Fractured politics: The main Westminster parties would probably 
suffer from Scottish independence as English nationalism rises. A no 
from north of the border would irk voters too, as Scotland has now 
been guaranteed generous government funding and a beefed up 
parliament. The latter could fuel support for an English parliament. 

• The effects do not have to be huge, and there will be 
opportunities: There would need to be a serious rise in uncertainty 
for the economy to be materially hit. Exporters would be helped by 
sterling losing any petro-currency status. Devolution could bring 
benefits while an English parliament may be more business friendly.  

• A lot of unknowns: This is the main point. What is certain is that the 
UK will change, and political uncertainty will be elevated over the next 
few years. The risks are worth watching very carefully. 

Chart 1: UK has become less Eurosceptic 

Source: YouGov. 
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All roads lead to more risk 

Scotland’s economy accounts for less than a tenth of UK GDP. In a bitter 
and acrimonious divorce, the fall-out is likely to be much worse for Scotland 
than for the UK. At least directly. A velvet divorce would, however, minimise 
disruptions. In any case, the relative size of Scotland’s economy shows that 
Westminster politicians’ reactions to whatever happens in the vote on 
independence should matter more for the UK economy than any direct fall-
out from Scotland. 

After a brief hiccup, markets could live with an independent Scotland. What 
they could not live happily with would be a UK descending into significant 
political uncertainty, particularly over whether to remain in the EU. The risk 
of Brexit, UK political uncertainty and the response of separatist movements 
in other European countries are the big issues markets should be watching 
out for. Either answer from Scotland will have implications for that 
uncertainty. The debate has now gone too far for a no vote to mean a return 
to a cosy status quo. 

That is not to say Scottish economic choices after a possible vote for 
independence are irrelevant, or that the UK would be immune from any 
post-vote downturn in Scotland. The two economies are highly integrated 
and many firms would be affected. But a downturn north of the border 
would not cause an existential economic crisis for the UK. For instance, the 
remaining UK would be able to assume all of the public debts without 
materially changing the sustainability of the government’s position. And the 
bigger the downturn, the greater the incentives for politicians to agree an 
outline political deal that cuts the uncertainty. In any case, Scotland could 
eventually prosper after independence, so any impact could be transitional – 
although that transition may last for some time. We set out our view on the 
economics of what a yes vote would mean in Narrowing Scottish polls raise UK 
political risks, 21 May 2014. 

A yes vote would make Brexit from the EU at some point in the future more 
likely, because Scotland is more pro-EU. On the face of it, a yes vote would 
also help the Conservatives, who are guaranteeing a Brexit referendum if they 
win power in May 2015. That is because Scotland is more supportive of the 
opposition Labour Party than the rest of the country is, so losing Scotland 
would weaken Labour. The reality is messier. UK Prime Minister David 
Cameron would come under pressure to resign following a yes and the 
smouldering war between Euro-sceptics and –philes in the Tory party could 
be reignited. That would turn off voters. Both issues would probably reduce 
the chance of a Tory government at the 2015 General Election and, thereby, 
the day of reckoning on Europe. There is also the possibility that a chastened 
UK would want to cling more tightly to the European club. 

A nay from Scotland brings no shortage of risks. For a start, a Scottish no 
would be more like a “not yet” than an outright rejection of independence. 
Scotland has split almost down the middle over this question. Another 
referendum would follow in perhaps ten years. 

Beyond that perpetual break-up talk, the significant concessions Westminster 
parties have guaranteed to Scotland in order to deliver a no vote would have 
big effects. Those actions boost the chances of the union surviving but 
ferment unrest in Westminster and among non-Scottish voters. Some of the 
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latter, frustrated at the seeming injustice of continued higher government 
spending in Scotland, may decide to switch away from the main parties. That 
trend would ratchet up the war between Euro-philes and -sceptics in the 
Conservative party. 

The Labour party itself has questions to answer. The reliance on ex-Prime 
Minister Gordon Brown to save the union and the seemingly ineffectual 
performance of Labour leader Ed Miliband in the Scottish debate could force 
some introspection. The new devolution settlement would require the role of 
Scottish MPs, which are overwhelmingly Labour, to be diluted in 
Westminster. Indeed, Westminster would be engrossed in the finer details of 
implementing a devolution plan that looks as if it has been devised on the 
back of a cigarette packet during a tense referendum campaign. Amid that 
more febrile atmosphere, hung parliaments may become more likely.  

None of this has to go horribly wrong. And even in some of the bad 
scenarios, growth need not be affected in the near-term. While politics can 
matter, it often needs to take a seriously bad turn for the economy to react 
significantly. Many of the scenarios would also offer opportunities as well as 
downsides. For instance, devolution could improve UK governance, if it is 
handled well (see, for instance, UK risks: politics is top of our list, 21 July 2014). 
Scottish independence could boost parts of the remaining UK as firms and 
capital move south. England may end up with more business-friendly 
governments as Scotland is more left-leaning. 

But the worst-case scenarios are worth watching carefully here. As we wrote 
in our Global Outlook 2014 note back in December last year: “The next few 
years will be ones of political uncertainty.” That could gradually affect 
investment decisions in the UK and, therefore, growth. 

Brexit and a Scottish yes 

Scotland is relatively pro-EU so losing Scotland would make Brexit from the 
EU more likely in a future referendum. In YouGov’s latest poll on Brexit 
voting intentions, Scottish voters supported continued EU membership by 
55% to 30%, compared to a slim 41% to 40% margin for the UK as a whole. 
Without Scottish voters’ support, the UK would be in favour of Brexit. 

That being said, the snapshot figures disguise a trend over the past two years, 
which is that UK opinion has swung in favour of continued EU membership 
as the existential euro-crisis has faded (Chart 1). Support for the EU has 
fallen over the summer, probably in response to the poor economic news 
compared to continued growth in the UK. If the Eurozone economy returns 
to growth as we expect, UK support for remaining in the EU should rise. 
Brexit is not as likely a prospect as it seemed 18 months ago, even without 
Scottish support. 

The conventional wisdom is that a Scottish exit would also raise the 
likelihood of a Brexit referendum being held, because the loss of Labour 
supporting Scotland would weaken the main opposition party, potentially 
boosting the chances of a Conservative government. It is the Conservatives, 
of course, who have guaranteed a Brexit referendum. 

But looked at calmly, there are a few reasons why Scottish independence may 
in fact lower the chances of a Brexit referendum in the near-term. For a start, 
Westminster may have difficulty trying to negotiate the break up of two 
unions at the same time. But there are also more substantive reasons. 
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First, while Labour would be weakened by a Scottish vote for independence 
– as it would lose its 41 Scottish MPs – current polls suggest a UK ex 
Scotland could still deliver a hung parliament rather than a Conservative 
majority. Moreover, Scottish independence could disproportionately hurt the 
Conservatives through the economic fall-out and disappointment with David 
Cameron. 

Second, the Conservative vote could fracture, with the United Kingdom 
Independence Party (UKIP) gaining more support as English nationalism and 
disillusionment with Cameron grow. It is unlikely that UKIP would gain 
enough support to challenge as the largest party, however. Meanwhile, the 
smouldering internal war between Conservative Euro-sceptics and -philes 
could be reignited. That would turn off voters. EU membership is not one of 
voters’ primary concerns – it ranks sixth in the electorate’s concerns for the 
country and is the tenth most important issue facing voters’ families, 
according to YouGov. Immigration is, however, a top concern. Open Tory 
fighting over Europe during the 1990s hurt the Conservatives’ electoral 
chances. 

Third, a Scottish vote for independence would bequeath a constitutional 
mess for the May 2015 general election, making agreeing on the start of an 
EU negotiation tricky. Scottish voters would still technically be able to vote in 
the May election, unless some solution was found in the meantime.  

In sum, in the event of a yes vote, Brexit would both become more likely 
eventually but also less likely to happen in the next few years. Given the latest 
polls on Scottish independence, though, it is the result of a no vote that is the 
most interesting possibility. 

A Scottish no 

Here, the important questions are whether Conservative support fractures 
and what other constitutional changes result from enhanced Scottish 
devolution. 

On the first question, the anti-EU UKIP could make significant gains from 
an English voter backlash against the main parties. That presents a particular 
problem for the Conservatives. According to YouGov, 20% of those who 
voted Conservative in the 2010 General Election are currently planning to 
vote for UKIP, compared to just 10% of Labour voters. 

As outlined above, such a shift towards UKIP would probably relight the 
currently smouldering war between Euro-philes and -sceptics in the 
Conservative Party, making the Tories harder to elect. The Labour Party 
could also suffer significant losses of support. With both main parties hit, a 
hung parliament could become a much more likely prospect. 

But the likely outcome is actually worse than that. During the panicky final 
stages of the Scottish independence campaign, the main Westminster parties 
have all signed up to grant significant further devolution to Scotland, 
meaning the government there would have sweeping new taxation powers 
and, possibly, the opportunity to borrow. The details are sketchy at the 
moment because the parties appear to have devised this plan at the last 
minute. For instance, in an odd turn of events, Gordon Brown, the Labour 
ex-Prime Minister, announced the timetable for further devolution. 

Devolution is a fine idea in principle. As we have argued previously (see UK 
risks: politics is top of our list), UK policymaking has become too centralised. 
Further devolution could mean policies are better tailored to local needs and 
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it might sharpen politicians’ incentives. But we also argued that Scotland does 
not operate in a political vacuum. Devolution to Scotland cannot be 
undertaken without rethinking the governance structure of the whole UK. 

The “West Lothian” question is at the heart of the problem. With further 
devolution to Scotland, Scottish (or the “West Lothian”) members of the 
Westminster parliament would be able to vote on changes to English, Welsh, 
or Northern Irish taxes, while English, Welsh or Northern Irish 
parliamentarians would not be able to vote on Scottish income taxes. Scottish 
devolution would have to be accompanied by significant changes elsewhere. 

The point of all this is that future government would be very uncertain. 
There are opportunities for the UK from a widespread rethink of 
governance, but there are also risks. A no vote and further devolution would 
pose a significant threat to Labour’s ability to govern in the majority of the 
UK (England), which could bring more business-friendly governments in 
England. In the meantime, as we have argued above, the promise of new 
Scottish powers could hurt the main parties’ vote share, making hung 
parliaments more likely (and, therefore, the governance arrangements more 
difficult to push through). Widespread devolution would anyway be an 
enormous change that would be difficult to devise and implement. 

Finally, turning to Brexit, a no vote would make such an EU exit less likely 
because relatively pro-EU Scottish voters would still be part of the UK. But 
the risk is that Eurosceptics would be emboldened by First Minister Alex 
Salmond’s tactics in the Scottish referendum. By taking the UK to the brink 
of break-up he has received the guarantee of significant concessions in the 
event that Scotland chooses no. Eurosceptics may push harder to take that 
approach with the EU. But with the UK being just one of 28 countries in that 
arena, serious concessions are less likely than they were for Scotland from the 
UK. 

Never the same again 

What is clear is that the UK will not be the same again after the Scottish 
referendum. It will either split and possibly vote itself out of the EU, or will 
remain whole only for the risk of another referendum and the uncertainty of 
a huge constitutional change to remain hanging over the economy. The 
Conservative Party would be under pressure from UKIP in both scenarios. 
Hung parliaments would become a more likely prospect from the nationalism 
that could build. 

How much does all this matter for the economy? Brexit is a huge risk for 
markets and many firms. A little under half of UK trade is with the EU. 
Many companies locate in the UK to take advantage of unfettered access to 
the EU market. If the UK left, that reason for investing in the UK could 
change. The threat to the City is tangible. Markets would worry about Brexit. 

If political uncertainty is serious enough then it could weigh on growth. 
Pushing through reforms can be much more difficult in that sort of 
environment. But hung parliaments by themselves do not necessarily make 
for bad policy-making, and the UK is already a flexible economy. The 
question is whether enough parties can cooperate to form a workable 
government. 

Consumers themselves often need to see a huge political shock before they 
react. So few of these risks will dramatically threaten much of the domestic 
economy in the near-term. But the real issue here is that it is very hard to 
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figure out exactly what direction UK politics will head in over the next few 
years, even if Scotland votes no to independence. What is clear is that neither 
a yes nor a no from Scotland will mean a return to the cosy status quo from 
before this referendum debate. The risk that political uncertainty seriously 
ramps up over the coming months and years is worth watching very carefully. 
That is what would cause really serious market and economic fallout in the 
UK. 
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Disclaimer 
 
This document was compiled by the above mentioned authors of the economics department of Joh. 
Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG (hereinafter referred to as “the Bank”),. The Bank has made any effort to 
carefully research and process all information. The information has been obtained from sources which we 
believe to be reliable such as, for example, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg and the relevant specialised press. 
However, we do not assume liability for the correctness and completeness of all information given. The 
provided information has not been checked by a third party, especially an independent auditing firm. We 
explicitly point to the stated date of preparation. The information given can become incorrect due to passage 
of time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic or other changes. We do not assume responsibility to 
indicate such changes and/or to publish an updated document. The forecasts contained in this document or 
other statements on rates of return, capital gains or other accession are the personal opinion of the author 
and we do not assume liability for the realisation of these. 

This document is only for information purposes. It does not constitute a financial analysis within the meaning 
of § 34b or § 31 Subs. 2 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no investment 
advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. It does not replace consulting regarding legal, tax or 
financial matters. 

 
Remarks regarding foreign investors 
The preparation of this document is subject to regulation by German law. The distribution of this document 
in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons, into whose possession this document comes, 
should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. 
 
United Kingdom 
This document is meant exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, but not for private 
customers. It is not for distribution to or the use of private investors or private customers. 
 

United States of America 
This document has been prepared exclusively by Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG. Although Berenberg 
Capital Markets LLC, an affiliate of the Bank and registered US broker-dealer, distributes this document to 
certain customers, Berenberg Capital Markets LLC does not provide input into its contents, nor does this 
document constitute research of Berenberg Capital Markets LLC. In addition, this document is meant 
exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, but not for private customers. It is not for 
distribution to or the use of private investors or private customers. 

This document is classified as objective for the purposes of FINRA rules. Please contact Berenberg Capital 
Markets LLC (+1 617.292.8200), if you require additional information. 
 
Copyright 
The Bank reserves all the rights in this document. No part of the document or its content may be rewritten, 
copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without the Bank’s prior written 
consent. 
 
© May 2013 Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG  
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